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Evidence of Prejudgment Deposit Appraisal in Eminent Domain:
Comments on Tentative Recommendation

Attached to this supplemental memorandum is a letter from Gideon Kanner

responding to the remarks of June Ailin (see Memorandum 2001-24, Exhibit p. 3).

Prof. Kanner disagrees with Ms. Ailin’s characterization of the prejudgment

deposit as being in the nature of a settlement offer. The deposit merely enables

the condemnor to obtain prejudgment possession and fixes the date of valuation.

(Staff Note: The property owner’s withdrawal of a deposit is not an acceptance of

an offer; the withdrawal does not waive the property owner’s claim for greater

compensation. See Code Civ. Proc. § 1255.260.)

Prof. Kanner argues that it is important for the property owner to test the

credibility of an appraisal witness by showing prior inconsistent statements, as

may be done in litigation generally. This is particularly true in eminent domain

cases where property valuation may only be shown by expert testimony.

Prof. Kanner is likewise unimpressed with the argument that local entities

cannot afford to hire two appraisers — one for the prejudgment deposit and a

different one for trial. There is nothing to preclude a local entity from using the

same appraiser; the appraiser will have to be honest and the local entity will not

be able to “lowball” the property owner. Prof. Kanner quotes from a New Jersey

court that “judicial estoppel prevents the State from taking a different position at

trial concerning the value of the property from that which it had assumed when

it made its offers and deposited with the court clerk what it considered to be the

property’s fair market value.” This is consistent with existing California law as

interpreted in the Pinole Point case, which would be codified in the Commission’s

tentative recommendation.

Respectfully submitted,
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